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reetings URRGlings! Somehow
or another,
URRF8 is behind us
(see coverage this issue) and we’re smack
in the middle of summer.

Space News

launch as well as the
upcoming July launch.
The real interesting
space news, though, is
the release of the first
images from the James
Web Space Telescope.
We thought that what
Hubble had been giving us was great, but
by comparison, the
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El Presidente
By Larry Weibert

H

i Team. Well it's
been a wonderful Year 2022.
We're all moving past
the covid issues and
getting back to our
friends and hobbies.
This year for URRG has
been wonderful. The
CRP program oversaw
8 college teams. We
managed to certify
over a 100 Level 1
certs and supported
many Level 2s and of
course the team projects from each school.
URRF 8 was a great
time—the weather was
on our side and things
went smoothly for the
team running it and
the flyers. It was great
to hear from the many
that thanked the URRF
8 team on TRF (The
Rocketry Forum) for
being a part of such an
enjoyable event.
Jim Shatell and the
Syracuse Rocket Club
really did a great job
helping URRG support
the young flyers during URRF 8. Getting
young minds wrapped
around science is
where it all begins, and
Jim and his team really
dedicate the time and
resources to making
that happen.

I have been
flying on our
field since 2009, and
we have come a long
way. I can't begin to
say enough for the
present BOD group
that works to make
everything an enjoyable experience.
In all the time I have
been involved with
URRG it has never
been better than now.
The friendships we
have built go way beyond the hobby. We all
look forward to camping, cooking and, yes,
flying together.
We collectively bring
ideas together and
move forward in a
comfortable manner
without stress. It's
great being surrounded with fun people
while enjoying what
brought you together in the first place.
I'd like to thank our
membership for the
many that step up and
always help with set
up, take down and
support were ever
needed. We all started
flying and then you got
hooked on helping
here and there. Before
you know it, you're
part of more than just
the hobby.
You get that urge
(URRG) and it only
gets better from there.
Let's fly safe and remember to share our
knowledge and experiences with others.
We're in a great place.
Let's stay here.

One other
investments
the club has
completed in the recent
months was the acquisition of two 10-foot 1515
high power rail’s and
four 1010 rails. Guide
pins are being fabricated to connect the rails
to the bases and hopefully will be up and operational at our Torrey
Farms launch field.

Treasury Report
By Jason Monroe

F

or those who
don’t know me I
would like to take
this opportunity to introduce myself. My
name is Jason Monroe,
and I assumed the
provisional role of
URRG Club Treasure in
2019.
With the return to the
new normal, two and a
half successful launch
seasons behind us, I'm
guessing that we can
remove the provisional
from the position with
the support of my wife
and son, Morgan and
Luke.
The verdict is in—if
you follow the threads
on TRF or URRG on
social media URRF 8
was a huge success.
What an amazing opportunity to see some
familiar faces and
meet some new to
URRG flyers that
vowed that URRF will
become a regular
launch for them.
Now with URRF 8 in
the books, I am happy
to report that the club
overall is in a strong
financial position after
clearing the expenses
to host the event, including the addition of
12 new folding tables
and chairs to alleviate
the need to coordinate
and pay to rent them
for future events. The
club is now currently
looking to invest in a
trailer to store this
equipment and use as
a mobile operations
center at future
events.

I would also like to take
this opportunity to remind everyone that the
Annual URRG Picnic will
be held Saturday, August 20th at our scheduled August launch; the
Board of Directors has
decided to have a local
vendor supply the food
so we all can enjoy the
day, share in the comradery, and fly some
rockets.
A picnic style menu of
burgers and dogs with
salads and desserts will
be available for a $10
per adult & $5 for children twelve and under.
Keep your eyes out the Board of Directors
will be sending out a
questionnaire via email
and social media to get
a headcount to make
sure there is enough to
go around.
The BOD is interested in
your feedback and
would like to know what
additional thoughts
members that have
could improve our
launch site and flying
experience.
Thank you all for supporting URRG and we
look forward to seeing
you all on the Muck.
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May Club Launch

W

e are now two
launches into
the season,
with the May launch
taking place on 21st &
22nd of that month.

The overall attendance
for May was a wee bit
light, especially considering how busy
things were in April.
Perhaps the somewhat
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dodgy
forecast
was a factor, or
perhaps it
was due
to the rising cost of
fuel that
made
traveling
to a rocket launch
impractical.
However, the
weather
wasn’t
too bad
after
all—
Saturday got
pretty
warm
and
muggy,
but it
didn’t
rain at
all.
Sunday turned cloudy,
but the rain remained
a mere threat until
midafternoon. That
gave everyone that

wanted to
fly the
time to do
so, and all
the equipment was
put away
before getting wet.
We did,
however,
have a
pretty impressive
thunderstorm
overnight
on Saturday
into Sunday;
the folks
camping
nearby at
Country

Charm
definitely
took
note
of
that,
especially
those
in
tents!
With
all of
that
said,
we
still
saw a
good
number of
flight
cards
turned
in
over
the
course
of the
weekend.
Even club president
Larry Weibert got in on
the action and made
several flights, though
not until after he’d repaired the club ATV
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As mid-May,
most of the fields
surrounding the
launch site had
yet to be planted, so there
nothing but dirt,
low scrub, and
onions of course,
all around.
That made most
recoveries simpler than they
otherwise might
be, though there
were
still a
few adventures in
recovery.

(which was besieged
by a nesting
mouse). He
may have to
work on his delay timing next.

But it was a
great weekend, despite
a few rockets lost.
Everyone
had a
good
time
both on
the field
and off!
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Featured Rocket: Proton M
See page 2 for references

Pavel Kolotilov Image

H

eavy lift rockets
from around the
world tend take
on all sorts of unique
forms. Continuing with
international installations in this series, the
Proton M rocket exemplifies this well.
The Proton series of
rockets began in the
1960s and heavypayload ICBMs for the
Soviet Union. Originally intended to loft 100
megaton warheads at
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six strap-on solid rock- Space Shuttle’s SRBs
et boosters. Everybody were sized).
uses SRBs, so what’s
The Proton M first flew
the big deal?
in April of 2001, and
was finally retired in
The unique design is
that there is no central 2021. Throughout that
time, it was mostly
core. Instead, the
stage’s oxidizer tank is successful, but had a
centered in the assem- higher failure rate than
many competing
bly and is the same
diameter as the stages heavy-lift rockets from
above it. The apparent other nations. Of 112
total launches, 11
SRBs are actually the
were either total or
fuel tanks for the six
partial failures. That’s
RD-275M engines,
each of which is placed a 10% rate, far poorer
than Soyuz for examat the base of a fuel
tank. These main en- ple. The current Soyuz
-FG has suffered only
gines are capable of
a single failure in
generating
Of 112 total 70 attempts,
nearly 2.4
million
launches, Proton with a successful
crew abort due
pounds of
M saw 11 failures to a booster failthrust,
ure. On the other
enough to
hand, the Proton-M
get the 191 foot tall
rocket off the pad with has seen some very
dramatic crashes due
up to 51,000 pounds
of payload to low earth to assorted reasons.
One such crash ocorbit.
curred in July of 2013
The Proton rockets
and has been well doclaunch from the BaikoContinues on PG 13
nur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan.
Subassembly
components,
such as
the USA, it became a
capable launch vehicle the
tanks,
for putting payload
have to
into orbit. In fact, it
was never actually de- be transported to
ployed as ICBM at all.
the site
The most recent verby rail,
sion, the Proton M, can so this
be configured as a 3 or drove the
4 stage rocket. Perdecisions
haps the most interfor the
esting design aspect,
structural
however, is the first
design
stage.
(much
the same
At a glance, it would
Pavel Kolotilov Image
as how
appear to have a core
the
stage surrounded by
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Kit Review: Semroc
mxJAYHAWK AQM-37-C

F

or the kit review
in this issue, I
was thinking
small, somehow believing that would be
faster to build. What I
settled on was the
Semroc MX Jayhawk, a
very small, but Skill
Level 3, kit that’s powered by micro-maxx
motors.

construction. The
tubes
are light
cardboard
and the
fins are
laser-cut
1/32”
basswood.

The AQM-37 Jayhawk
has long been a favorite of rocketeers due to
its intriguing fin design, sexy boat tail and
scale authenticity.

Also included is
a 3D
printed
nose
cone,
complete
Originally built by
with canards. AddiBeechcraft for the US
tionally, there are two
Navy in the 1960s, the small sheets of laser
Jayhawk saw duty as a cut cardstock, a color
target drone. The
decal sheet and a set
Jayhawk was powered of full color instrucby a Rocketdyne liquid tions.
-fueled rocket motor
and was capable of
Recovery is by streamMach 4 after launch.
er on a Kevlar thread
shock cord.
The Semroc kit (sold
by erockets.biz) is of
Construction starts the
generally conventional usual way—with the
motor
mount. I
used Bob
Smith Industries medium thickness super
glue through
-out to build
this. I wanted to minimize the
glue weight
on the model.
Specifically,
building
starts with
forming the
boat tail.

Tech Specs
Manufacturer:

Semroc

Type:
Scale
The
Scale:
1/27
shroud
that
Body Diameter:
.448”
forms
this is
Length:
5.5625”
found
on the
Weight:
0.3 oz (mfg spec)
lighter
Motor Mount:
Micro Maxx
cardstock
Recovery:
Streamer
sheet.
It is laRetail Price:
$14.99
ser cut
and is
also marked for
Like with the boat tail,
overlap alignment. this too is laser cut
However, it is
and has to be rolled
small—you may
tightly—but without
need reading glass- creases—to properly fit
es or a magnifying over the lug.
glass to help throughout this build. It needs This is the area I had
the most difficulty
to be rolled into a tapered shape; I found it with. Besides being
hard to hold due to its
helpful to pull it over
the small radius on the size, the
shroud is
edges of my desk.
tough to
The motor tube is inget censerted into the boat
tered cortail, then the centering rectly so
rings applied. The Kev- that it sits
lar thread is tied off to flush to the
the motor block before body on
being inserted into the both sides.
mount.
Here, workOnce the mount is
ing with
complete, it can glued super glue
into the main body
really nartube. So far, this is
rowed my
pretty normal.
window for
Boat tail and
getting it
A nice design detail
motor mount
that Semroc made use right; if you
saturate
of was hiding the
the cardstock with
launch lug inside the
white or wood glue, it
Jayhawk’s underbelly
will probably conform
conduit. It isn’t quite
scale, but at this size, well and give you plenits hard to see the dif- ty of time to place it.
But you’ll have to hold
ference. The lug is a
blue plastic straw that it till it sets…
is then covered over
Continues on PG 11
by a cardstock fairing.
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A last minute shake
up of field layout
caused a little bit of
consternation
due to a
change of crop
planning.
However, the
field was
quickly
adapted, and
everything
rolled well after that.

Photos as credited

T

he Upstate Research
Rocketry Festival took
place on June
24-26 and enjoyed some of
the best rocketry weather
that we’ve
seen in a
while.

Ian Bornarth
Photo
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Ian Bornarth
Photo

Attendance
was a little
light compared to
years past,
but we still
had over
100 fliers,
some even
coming from the
west coast.

Ian Bornarth
Photo

It was
warm
and
dry,
and
the
winds
were
even
calm

Ian Bornarth
Photo

away cells
at the edge
of the field.

in the mornings. A thunderstorm did
eventually
roll in later
Sunday, but
not until the
event was
over and everything was
packed away.

Over the course
of the weekend,
we saw something close to
400 flights,
roughly split between high and
low power. This
includes multiple
flights from the

Ian Bornarth
Photo

Ian Bornarth
Photo

Ian Bornarth
Photo

Syracuse
Rocketry
Club set up
their circus
tent.

During the
course of
the event,
raffle prizes—all generously donated by
assorted
rocketry
vendors—
were drawn
and announced.

As with the
last few years,
The BBQ Shack
from nearby
Penn Yan was on
hand to provide
excellent pulled
pork, chicken
and brisket.
They also
stayed on
Saturday
after the
range
closed to
allow the
whole
group to
have dinner
together on
the
field.
Next
door to
the
BBQ
Shack,
the

Ian Bornarth
Photo

Syracuse
members
did a great
service by
providing
small rockets and
motors for
spectator
kids, as
Ian Bornarth
Photo

Ian Bornarth
Photo

well
as
showing
them
how to
prepare a
rocket
for
flight
and
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Jim Fields
Photo

went as
far as
further
showing
kids
how to
set it up
on the
pad.

The Potter Rocketeer

forget, not
to mention
sparking
their enthusiasm
for this
crazy hobby.

Jim Fields
Photo

URRF 8
saw several vendors
on hand to
support

This
goes a
Jim Fields
Photo

Jim Fields
Photo

long
way
toward
giving
those
kids an
experience
they
won’t
Rick Barnes
Photo

the
event.
Regular
URRG
attendees
Onebadhawk
and Performance
Hobbies
were
there, of
course.
But so
was Wildman
Rocketry,
Fliskits,
and new
vendor
Flyboys
from Syracuse.

Jim Fields
Photo

We also had a visit by
several members of
the Torrey family,
who
own
Jim Fields
Photo
the
Jim Fields
Photo
Jim Fields

farm on
Photo
which we
operate.
Torrey boys
Teddy and
Charles both
were able to
avail themselves of the
Syracuse Rocketry tent, so
they got to ex-

Continues on PG 14
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Jayhawk Cont’d
I built a much larger
(2.6”) Estes Jayhawk
years ago, and keeping the tip fins attached on landing was
always a 50/50 proposition. Hopefully, the
low mass of this model
with make them more
survivable.

Launch Lug and fairing
shroud

Next steps are building
up the wing assemblies. The tip fins are
glued up first, as they
are cut out in halves
so that graining follows their leading edges.
The fin pairs are buttglued together, leaving
a small slot for the
ting tip tab to slide into. I had to shave the
slots very slightly to
get a good fit. Once
these are dry, they
can be glued to the
wing tips.
The basswood used is
straight, tight grained
and takes paint well
with filler primer. Due

Assembly jig makes a
nice display stand

to its slight thickness,
I did not attempt to
airfoil or round the
edges.
Another nice feature
included in this kit is
the assembly jig that
makes wing alignment
a snap.
The second, and thicker, cardstock sheet
contains four pieces
that assemble into a
cradle to hold the airframe. The tops of the
members are correct
height for the wings to
sit on. So wing attachment is as simple as
setting the airframe in
the jig, setting the
wing on top of the jig,
and lining
them up.
Once the
wings are
attached, I
would highly
recommend
laying in a
nice glue
fillet along
the wing
roots as well
as the tip fin
attachment
to the wing.

tion.
At this point, the shock
cord is tied on and the
streamer attached.
The model is now flyable.
A last nice touch that
was included are several laser cut paint

The nosecone
Wing attachment
itself is 3D
on assembly jig
printed, as
mentioned earlier. Unfortunately, due to the
small size of the
part, it makes
the print layering much more
apparent because they are
proportionally
much bigger on
the cone.
I sanded the
layer lines lightly a bit, before resorting to putting a little
bit of filler on them.
Again, due to the small
size, I was reluctant to
lay in too much filler,
so I have to accept a
less then perfect appearance here.
The kit includes an eye
screw to attach the
Kevlar to the nose
cone. It also included a small
washer that was
not shown or mentioned in the instructions. Since it
was just the right
size to go over the
eyelet on the cone
shoulder as a nose
weight, I presumed
that was its funcTemplate used for
insignia masking

masks. The decals are
printed in color, but on
clear decal paper. This
means that the decal
coloration relies on a
white surface to come
out correctly.
As such, Semroc provides mask templates
to mark out the stars
and bars insignias on
the model, once a

Continues on PG 12
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Jayhawk Cont’d

white
base coat is applied.
They include them for
both the wings and the
fuselage, should you
be inOn the paint stand
clined
to go
with the
allorange
color
scheme
instead
of the
white
and orange
livery
shown
on the
package.

2022 Summer Issue
its natural brown color
on the real machine.
There is a slotted ring
that can be fitted over
the nose and canards
to act as a masking trim guide to
allow the brown
to be painted
correctly.

the fleet, one that
won’t fly too far away.

Overall, the Semroc MX Jayhawk
AQM-37-C made
for a very well
thought out kit
with nice attention to detail,
even at a very
small scale.

The building skill
needed is moderate, but many of
the tricky parts
Also
are done in clevincluded er ways that
is a
make the build
mask for painting the
more efficient.
nose cone tip. The
For about $15, it
Jayhawk had a phenol- makes a nice
ic nose, and it was left scale addition to

Visit: www.erockets.biz/semroc-flying-modelrocket-kit-micro-mx-jayhawk-kmx-04/

Editor Cont’d
JWST images are stunning.
Between the size of the
mirror, placement at L2
and the infrared spectrum, JWST is capable
of seeing both detail
and resolution that was
previously inconceivable. If you’re interested
in this sort of thing, you
owe it to yourself to
take a look.
By the same token, if
you find yourself camping with the URRG
group at Country
Charm over the next
several months, feel
free to come watch the
stars with us.

Completed
Rocket

We’ll be looking not only for satellites and meteors, but I’ll also have
my telescope handy for
looking at whichever
planets are above the
horizon or the craters
on the moon. We look
forward to seeing you!

Rick

Special Thanks To:

Remaining 2022 SRC Launch Dates:
*July 23*

*August 27*

*September 24*

*October 22*

Please visit www.syracuserocketclub.org for more information
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Proton Cont’d
umented on YouTube,
as it happened shortly
after liftoff.
The rocket began
pitching back and forth
in an increasing progression as it struggled to gain altitude.
The guidance system
tried desperately to
right itself, but before
long, the rocket curved
back to the ground. It
broke up due to the
aerodynamic stress
and exploded.
The resulting fireball
(and shockwave) was
filmed by multiple witnesses and can be
found quite readily
online today. The postcrash analysis showed
that several of the accelerometers that reference angular velocity
were installed upside
down.
Consequently, the
guidance system was
very confused as to
which way the flamey
end was supposed be
pointing. Needless to

say, they did not go to
space on that day.
Safety record aside,
the basic configuration
of the Proton M makes
for an intriguing scale
subject to model. I am
not aware of any kits
currently available, so
the modeler is 100%
on their own here.

From the basics, the
main airframe diameter is 13’, whereas the
payload fairing is
about 14.25’ in diameter. The oxidizer tanks
on the first stage are
5.25’ in diameter (see
below).
Overall stack is 191’
tall, with the payload
fairing making up approximately 52’ of that
total. Wikipedia lists
the first stage as 69.5’
tall, the second at
55.9’, the third at
13.5’ tall, and the optional fourth stage at
about 8.5’ high.
These dimensions lead
to a few options for
scaling down to model
rocket size. The trick,

The Potter Rocketeer
Pavel Kolotilov
Image,
Business end of the
Proton M

however, is finding a
set of tubes that will
represent not only the
oxidizer and main
tanks, but also the
payload fairing that’s
only slightly larger
than the airframe.
You could, of course,
side step part of this
problem by 3D printing
the nose cone / fairing. In fact, I assume
that you’d do a little
bit of 3D printing anyway for the assorted

scale details that you’d
want to represent.
Either way, though, I
have worked out a few
tube combinations that
can serve as a starting
point.
At the low power end
of the scale, using Estes BT60 tubing
(1.637” diameter) will
give you a 1/95 scale
model. You can pair
that with ST-18 tubing, once a Centuri
standard size but still
Continues on PG 15
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URRF 8 Con’t
perience the thrill of
flying their own rockets too. Morgan even
let them push the button.
Also worth noting, as
in years past, a large
part of the URRF
crowd was camped
over at the Country
Charm
campground,
Jim Fields
just over on
Photo
Grady Road.
So the fun
didn’t end
with close of
the range at
5PM, but often extended
till well after
dark.
Jim Fields
Photo

2022 Summer Issue
On the whole, URRF
8 ran very smoothly
from an operational
view, thanks mainly to
a well-coordinated and
dedicated staff.
Special thanks to Jim
Livingston, Tim Wiant,
Lucas Monroe, Mickey
Rowe, and the entire
club BOD, all who
played key roles in
keeping the event

moving efficiently.
Also, the BOD wants to
thank everyone else
that worked a shift or
two, came early to
help set up or stayed
to help tear down. We
can’t do this without
you guys, and we really appreciate the effort!

We also like a special
thanks to the Torrey
Farms of
Potter, who’s
graciousness
allows us to
the access to
the site
where we fly.
Without their
support,
we’d have no
club at all.
See you at
URRF 9 next
summer!

Jim Fields
Photo
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Rocketry Marketplace

www.performancehobbies.com

Column ads are free to URRG
members, and advertisement
banners are free to regular field
vendors. All others contact the
editor for more info

www.macperformance.com

ble job for the outer
tanks. The rocket
would stand 53 inches
tall, certainly large
enough to be noticed
on the pad.

A Proton M breaks up
following launch in
July 2013
available from erockets.biz. The oxidizer
tanks would be ST-6,
also a Centuri size
tube. This would build
up to a 24 inch tall
model, which is a nice
size for this sort of
thing.
Moving up to the midpower realm, using a
BT80H tube (a heavier
walled version of Estes
2.6” size) as the main
airframe, you can pair
this reasonably with
light wall 3” tube for
the fairing. In this
case, this is the 3”
from the Estes Pro Series, not something
like LOC 3.1”. Using a
Centuri ST-10 tube will

round out the oxidizer
tanks. This rocket
would about 38.75
inches tall, and would
probably do OK on
larger 29mm motors.

Rendering of Proton M with
fairing halves pulled away.
Image from
ilslaunch.com

The builder would, of
course, have to work
out stability and suitable fins. The six-tank
design allows for either 3 or 6 fin configurations, either on the
tanks or between
them. Or possibly removable fin units could
inserted into dummy
nozzles at the base of
the tanks, and removed for display.

This assumes that you
don’t try to build this
The last size I’ve
as a properly scaled
worked up is for higher
cluster engine model,
power motors. Here,
with all six motors acvariety of sizing for
tually used. That
both the airframe and
would be quite awethe fairing is more limsome, but I doubt six
ited. You might have
13 mm motors would
to get close enough by
lift the low power verusing typical 4” tube
sion. Of course, all
(4.026 usually) for the
bets are off moving
fairing and the mating
into the larger sizes.
coupler tube for the
actual airframe to get
Whichever path you
the appearance of dichoose, the Proton M
ameter change. In this would make a distinctcase, 38mm tubing will ly cool rocket that no
probably do a reasona- one else is flying!

Kelley McCabe
Image,
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Club Calendar
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527

July 23-24
August 21-22
September 10-11
October 15-16
November 19-20

Launch #4
Launch #5 &
Summer Picnic
Launch #6 &
Night Launch
Launch #7
Launch #8

NAR Section #765
Tripoli Prefecture # 139
E-Mail:
urrgbod@gmail.com
PotterRocketeer@urrg.us

Who put a table in
the recovery zone?

About URRG

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in Western New York. We are a NYS incorporated non-profit 501-C3 focusing on
educational and research aspects of
amateur rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting model
and high power rocketry, and
are registered as prefecture #139
with the Tripoli Rocketry Association
and NAR Section #765.
URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY, one of
the finest fields in the Northeast. The
former swamp nestled in the heart of
the picturesque Finger Lakes wine
region, is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July 4th
“Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS-31,
URRF, and LDRS-34.
URRG at Torrey Farms has been described by Rockets Magazine as the
Northeast's summer time rocketry
destination.

www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny

Copyright © 2022 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

720 Creek Lane
Youngstown NY
14174

Off the Pad

We’re on the Web!

So whether you’re a BAR, an old timer, or just interested in seeing some
amazing launches, take some time
and visit us during a launch. We’re
looking forward to seeing you at our
next event.

Member Name
Street Address
City, ST 12345

